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PRBAMBLI

The initial decisions on the natura of European Community assistance to
Bast and central Europe, starting with Poland and Hungary, took shape
during Autumn 1989 following the summit of G 7 industrialised countries
in Paris in July 1989. In aciciition to assuming responsibility for
coordinating aid from the group of 24 bilateral donora, the Commission
also made plana for a programme of Community assistance. to support the
~roc•s• of economic anci political reform in Polanci and Hungary.
These
inclucieci action to increase access to Western markets (notably through
the cooperation agreements) , to improve food security particularly
through food aid, anci to support investment in economic infrastructure
notably through loan instruments such as the BCSC facility and the BIB.
A central aspect of what has become known as the PHARB programme
(Polanci anci Hungary Action for Restructuring the Bconomy) has of course
been B.C. grant aid in the form of financial and technical assistance,
bued on Council Regulation 3906/89 of 18.12. 89, later amended by
Regulation 2698/90 of 17.9.90.
The present report has ~en drawn up in accordance with Article 10 of
Regulation 3906/89 and reports on measures covered by that Regulation.
The first section of this report seta out the legal, financial and
policy context within which the first aet of BC aid measures were to be
developed. The eeconci section describes the process of cieciaion making
and implementation of aid measures. A third section explains how these
were coordinated with the action of certain other donora. The fourth
section concerns humanitarian aici, a legal basis for which was created
· by the amending Regulation 2698/90 in September 1990. There follows a
section on Commission organisation in respect of PHARE aid.
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1.1

LEGAL BASIS
Council Regulation 3906/89 concerning economic aid to Poland and
Hungary(l) was negotiated at great speed and adopted on December
18th, 1989. It constitutes the legal basis for decision making
procedures, providing for a management committee mechanism and
tendering provisions which are broadly similar to other forms of
EC external aid. Its policy focus is in contrast specific,
assistance for economic restructuring being the general aim, and
promotion of the private sector being an issue for particular
attention. Within that framework, measures are suggested in a
range of sectors in particular in agriculture,
industry,
investment, energy, training, environment protection, trade and
services.
The Regulation was also highly specific in its financial
coverage, referring exclusively to the 1990 budget of 300 million
ECU for Poland and Hungary which had just been agreed by the
Budgetary Authority. These specific
references were
later
modified by the amending Regulation 2698/90 of September 17th,
1990(1) which omitted specific reference to a budget or time
scale and placed in an annex the list of recipient countries,
extended to include Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the GDR, Romania
and Yugoslavia. The Regulation thus became a general legal
framework with unlimited duration. By including the possibility
of financing humanitarian aid in the amended article 3 (1) the
Regulation also broadened the focus of Community aid, introducing
a form of aid which would not be subject to a management
committee opinion though it would not exceed 5\ of the total
budget as was stipulated at the time by the Council and the
Commission.

1. 2

FINANCIAL FRAMEWORK
The commission's initial budget proposal of 200 MECU for economic
aid to Poland and Hungary put forward in a letter of amendment to
the preliminary draft budget for the 1990 financial year was
raised definitively by the Budget Authority to 300 MECU. The
fact that the budget was provided in the form of non-dissociated
appropriations, requiring full commitment by the end of 1990 and
full disbursement by the end of 1991, proved to be a very
particular constraint, imposing a very short lead-in time before
decisions and commitment and making multi-annual development
programmes impossible. This inevitably had a profound impact on
the process of aid programming and project identification at
least during the first half of 1990.

(1)

Attached in Annex I
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When the initial budget of 300 MECU was raised in July 1990 to
500 MECU to provide for the extension of assistance to other
countriea of East and central Europe, the Budget Authority
modified the status of the budget and register it in the form of
dissociated appropriations with 500 KBCU for commitment (and 350
MBCU for payment) in 1990. This aerved to remove the obatacle to
multi-annual programming though it maintained the end-of-year
deadline for commitments. This constraint continues to mark out
the PHARE aid operation from other Community external aid
inatrumenta which are baaed on contractual obligation& and thua
obligatory expenditure.
~.3

POLICY ORIENTATIONS

Discussions in a 024 framework during autumn 1989 had already
pointed the way for the policy focus for economic aid specified
in Re91.1lation 3906/89 (see above). The general guidelines for
aid drawn up in accordance with Article 8 of the Regulation,
which built further on this policy focus, were submitted to the
management committee for opinion in February and later finalised
by the Commiasion in May (Annex 2). The general guidelines
served to give further elaboration to sectoral policy priorities
in anticipation of the programming dialogue with the national
authorities of the recipient countries. They served also to give
an indicative breakdown of aid between sectors and countries
confirming an allocation of funds on the basis of a 211 ratio
between Poland and Hungary. The guidelines were complemented
later in autumn 1990 with indications concerning the newly
eligible countries.
1.4

AID PROGRAMMING

The programming discussions with the Polish and Hungarian
authorities were designed to take further the debate relating it
to national priorities and to identify a number of feasible
sectoral programmes, taking account of the current state of play
as regards the reform and adjustment measures to establish a
market economy.
The aim waa to eatabliah an agreed framework programme with the
national authorities in each country in order to structure
project identification and appraisal work thereafter. The
indicative in character •.
programmes were, by definition,
Flexible programming was necessary since neither Poland nor
Hungary had had any experience as an aid recipient. They had, for
instance, difficulties in distinguishing between tied and untied
aid, between the programme and project approach, between loan and
grant finance. The national authorities did not have much time
to work out their own medium term objectives and sectoral
adjustment policies let alone the appropriate inatitutional
structures.
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In accordance with its general aproach to external aid and in
accordance with the wishes of the recipient countries, the
Commiuion sought to develop the prerogatives of the national
authorities in setting policy and aid priorities. Working
naverthless under exceptional budget constraints (referred to in
1.2 &bove) it was obliged to limit the programming dialogue and
fix on a limited number of sectoral programmes that could be
mounted relatively quickly and achieve total disbursement within
18 months.
1.4.1 The indicative programma for Poland agreed on 15.2.90 with
Professor Trzaciakowski,
the Minister responsible for aid
coOrdination, can be summarised as followsa

•
MECU
a)

Agriculture
of which - supply of crop protection products
- supply of animal feed components
- sectoral credit and support scheme

b)

Bnvironment

c)

Industrial
of which -

d)

e)

100
50
20
30

Restructuring
foreign trade infrastructure
privatisation agency
rural telecommunications
sectoral import/SKI scheme

!1

Human Resources
of which - TEMPUS
- European Training Foundation
- ACB

.!!

10
9

5

23

13
4
1

other technical assistance

1.4.2 The indicative programme for Hungary, agreed on 7.3.90 with Vice
Minister Fazakas and the Interministerial Committee for external
aid, can be summarised as follows:
a)

b)

Economic Restructuring
of which - foreign trade infrastructure (customs)
- privatisation
- SME sector support

I!

Bnvironment
of which - national sector programma
- regional centre

ll

8
4
21

25
2

c)

Human Resources
of which - TEMPUS
- European Training Foundation

9
7
2

d)

Agriculture (sector support scheme)

~

al

Other technical assistance (including ACB)

!!
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1.4.3 Apart from the strong emphasis on agriculture supply programmes
in Poland there were many similarities between the two indicative
programmes. As
regards
privatisation
for
instance,
both
countries were in the process of setting up the legislative and
institutional framework for the privatisation of state enterprise
and both required substantial support in the form of technical
asaiatance. Environment occupied a strong place in both
programmes, not least because identification and appraisal
missions had been organised early on at the beginning of 1990
through the G24 network setting the basis for sectoral programmes
with rapid disbursement potential. As regards human resources,
the emphasis was on its TEMPUS scheme and the European Training
Foundation in accordance with the Commission's proposals which
were at the time being discussed in Parliament and Council.
1.4.4 Subsequent adjustments and reallocations were decided by the
national authorities in the light of changing needs and
priorities. In Hungary for inatance, after the change of
government in Summer 1990, two new programmes concerning social
welfare and the reform of higher education were foreseen in place
of a foreign trade (customs computerisation) project which was
behind schedule. In July when it became clear that the setting
up of the European Training Foundation would be delayed, the
budget earmarked was reallocated for investment in core training
projects at national level. complementary economic reform
measures
enterprise restructuring in Poland and financial
sector reform in Hungary - were introduced during the course of
the year and financed through the reserve.
1.4.5 Programming in respect of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the ~ and
Yugoslavia ( 1) was a very different matter given the even more
extreme time pressures. Though there was a clear prospect since
summer 1990 of extending aid to the other countries of last and
Central Europe, the budget was only confirmed end July and the
legal basis on 24 September, a mere week, as it transpired,
before the disappearance of the GDR. In Czechoslovakia and
Bulgaria, there were newly constituted governments which had many
pressing matters to deal with in addition to external aid.
A highly pragmatic course of action was taken by the Commission
which, in rapid dialogue with the national aid coordinating
authorities, agreed to simplify the allocation of 1990 aid with a
focus where possible on a single sector programme that could be
prepared within a limited number of weeks.

{1)

Economic Aid to Romania was not made effective in 1990. Romania
did however receive PHARB humanitarian aid. See section IV.
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For Bulgaria,
the emphasis was on a private agriculture
development programme (16 MECU) and a couple of urgent projects
regarding environmental monitoring equipment (3.5 MECU) and
medical (pre natal) equipment (5.0 MICU). For Czechoslovakia, 30
MICU was allocated to environment and 4 MECU for an initial
participation in the TEMPUS scheme. The GDR placed emphasis on
environment (20 MECU) though 14 MECU was also reserved for intraGerman regional measures in liaison with the ERDF INTEREG
programme,
as well as 1 MECU for TEMPUS. The whole of
rugoslavia' s 35 MECU allocation was channelled into technical
assistance for a major financial sector restructuring programme
in liaison with the World Bank •

•

U

2.1

-

KJUIAGJIKBR'l' OJ' 1990 MBASOJUIS

PREPARATION AND DECISION-MAKING

2.1.1 The first PHARE aid measure was the Polish crop protection
chemicals supply scheme which was decided on in record time on
February 21, 1990. Thereafter a steady stream of measures were
submitted to the management committee for opinion and to the
Commission for financing decision and commitment. In all,
financing proposals for a total of 34 programmes for 1990 aid
were produced (see table l for the breakdown by sector).
Management committee meetings held at closer and closer intervals
as the year proceeded, took place on February 25, April 30, June
27, July 25, September 26 especially for GDR measures, OCtober 3,
November 21
and December
19. The Committee delivered a
favourable opinion on all the 1990 proposals.
2.1.2 Most of the measures concern national sectoral development
programmes with a strong element of technical assistance and
training. Some, particularly the Polish crop protection and
animal feed programmes are essentially supply operations,
although also containing a technical assistance component.
others, especially in environment, provide for a broad range of
specific separate projects to be underta.ken by means of a global
financing facility. The two exchange and cooperation schemes
TEMPOS and ACE were the only programmes of a multinational
character.
2.1.3 In addition to the sectoral programmes, a commitment of 10 MECU
for •multidisciplinary technical assistance• was agreed in two
successive tranches. This is an enabling device consistent with
general management practice in external aid, giving a global
authorisation to finance, within given parameters, small scale
operations, such as feasibility studies, technical assistance,
and micro projects without requiring a specific Committee opinion
and
commission
decision
on
each
operation. Apart
from
preparatory
work,
for
instance
on
the
Polish
rural
telecommunications programme, the multidisciplinary facility was
used to finance feasibility studies on infrastructure questions
(transport,
nuclear
energy,
sewage
treatment)
and
small
operations such as health management projects in Poland and
Hungary, a local government development project in Poland and a
Polish language training (G24) project.
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BRBAltDOWN BY SBC'l'OR OP MAJOR 1990 PROGRAMHBS
DBCIDBD BY TBB COMKISSIOR

SBC'!OR/PROGIWIHB

cotJIITRY

AHOmiT

OOMIIITTBB

(JUO)

OPIRIOB

9.0
5.0
5.0
21.0
25.0
14.0
1.5
35.0
4.0
2.0
8.5

May
May
June
June
July
September
October
November
November
November
November
December

Ba.»>IC RBSTROCTUJURG

Privatiaation Agency
Financial Sector
Privatisation Agency
SHE credit/Support
SMB Sector Support
Regional Economic Structures
Statistics
Financial Sector
Induatrial Restructuring
Equity Investment
Forei;n Trade
Poreiqn Trade

p
H

H
p

H
D
p
y

p
p
p

H

1.3
131.3

p
p
p

50.0
20.0
30.0
20.0
16.0
6.0
142.0

February
May
June
June
October
December

22.0
25.0
2.0
20.0
30.0
3.5
102.5

May
May
May
September
November
December

1.5
20.0
3.0
1.0
4.0
3.0

February
May/June
July
September
october
November
November
December
December
December

TOTAL

AGRICOLTDRB/RORAL DBVBLOPMBHT
Crop Protection
Animal Feed
Credit/Equipment
Private Sector
Privata Sector
Rural Telecommunications

H
B
p

TOTAL

BRVIRORIIBIIT

Multi sector
Multi Sector
Regional Center
Multi Sector
Multi Sector
Monitorinq Equipment

p
H
H
D

cs
B

TOTAL

II1DWf DSOORCBS (non-apecific)
ACB

Tempus
Research Infrastructure
Tempua
Tempua
Higher Bducation
Health care
Vocational Training
Vocational Training
Social Welfare
TOTAL

P+H
P+H
H
D

cs
H

B
H
p

H

s.o

1.5
2.8
3.0
44.8
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2 .1. 4 At its December meeting the Committee also gave its opinion on
three measures for which financing from the 1991 budget was
foreseen early in 1991. These concerned the renewal of the
technical assistance component of the TEMPUS scheme, the renewal
of the multidisciplinary technical assistance facility and a new
joint venture support scheme. Details of these measures will be
included in the annual report for 1991.
2.2

IMPLEMENTATION

2.2.1 Before embarking on the implementation of any measure, a
framework agreement between the Commission and. the respective
government had to be drawn up and signed by both parties in order
to
establish
the
general
roles
governing
Community
aid
(procurement, taxes, payment procedures, audit, etc.} and to
clarify the respective rules of the commission and the two
partners. The framework agreements are all more or less
identical. They were negotiated and agreed with each aid
coordination Miniater usually shortly before the first decisions
on individual aid measures were made. Poland was the exception
where the plant protection import scheme,
needing to be
implemented very rapidly, was the subject of an ad hoc a;reement
incorporating all relevant passages from the framework agreement.
Following each financinq decision on a national aid measure by
the commission, an individual financing memorandum, setting out
the details of the actions to be implemented, was drawn up and
co-siqned by the Commission and the representative of the
implementing authority, normally the Minister with responsibility
for the sector in question.
2.2.2 Most of the 1990 sectoral programmes have similar characteristics
as regards implementation, providing for decentralised management
of
financial
resources
under
the
responsibility
of
the
implementing authority. This entails usa of •an advance payment
ayatem' and ex post control procedures on a more extensive scale
than is current in other areas of B.c. external aid. This
approach,
which
simplifies the
administration of aid
is
particularly justified in the case of Central and East European
countries, given their level of technical competence and the need
to enhance the mana;ement capacities of the implementing
agencies.
2.2.3 In practice, the system of decentraliaed manaqement requires that
before a first advance payment can be made the implemantinq
authority must proceed with the desiqnation of a manaqement team
or proqramma implementation unit (PIU), the openinq of an ecu
account and the establishment of a work proqramme with detailed
disbursement estimates.
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2. 2. 4 The decentralised system, which has distinct benefits in the
longer term, necessarily requires some months lead-in time before
the programmes in question become fully operational. The first
programmes applying this system - particularly in the enviro~nt
and SKI sectors
served as a learning experience for all
concerned not least the national aid coordinating authorities.
Certain problema have still not been overcome, such as the
authorisation for line Ministries in Poland to open and manage
ecu accounts. In Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria, the absence of a
Commission delegation to advise the PIO and endorse contractual
procedures is an added disadvantage which will only be overcema
during 1991.

! .3

TENDERS AND CONTRACTS

2. 3.1 Tendering and contract procedures are similar to those used in
other fields of Community external aid with participation open to
all legal persona in the twelve Member States and in the six
beneficiary countries. Major supply contracts are systematically
the subject of open tenders published in the Official Journal.
The opening and evaluation of bids and the contracting is the
responsibility of the implementing authority under COmmission
supervision and using technical assistance as appropriate. In
view of the quite specific nature of the products requested and
the urgent need to assure commencement of supply before spring, a
restricted tendering procedure was axceptionnaly used in the case
of the Polish crop protection chemical supplies programme.
other tenders published in 1990 included first items of equipment
for the Hungarian environment and research infrastructure
programmes, hospital equipaent for Bulgaria, animal feeds for
Poland, agricultural supplies for Bulgaria, and environmental
monitoring equipment for Hungary, Bulgaria and Poland.
2. 3. 2 Technical assistance was recruited according to the established
procedures of restricted consultation (short lists) drawing on
diverse sources including the existing Commission data base of
consultancy firms and using where appropriate the technical
services of the Commission for advice on specific expertise (e.g.
environment). In certain cases of expertise on economic reform
issues,
for example as regards privatisation or customs
davalop~~~&nt,
the Commission invited submissions under ··two
separate 'praqualification' procedures published in the Official
Journal in September and December 1990 respectively in order to.
establish a •pool• of experienced consultants. Short term
expertise was usually recruited through the framework contracts
already established for external aid to the ALA and non-associate
countries.
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2.3.3 An

appropriate breakdown of 1990 commitments would show that
technical assistance and training (including TEMPUS and ACE)
forma about 25\ of the total. Supplies, including equipment and
materials as well as the agricultural imports, will total about
40\. Finance for credit lines and other financial instruments
will represent about 18\. Miscellaneous expenditure notably
contingency provisions in sectoral programmes totals about 7\.
The overall total is made up by the 51 MICU {10\) reimbursement
to FEOGA (see below 2.4).

2.4

PAYMENTS

•

As explained above, an accelerated rate of disbursement was an
extremely important consideration in the design of aid measures
during the early part of 1990. This was leas vital as it became
clear by the Summer 1990 that the appropriations for aid under
Regulation 3906/89 would be di ..ociated, and as more emphasis
could therefore be placed on the setting up of qualified
management units in the recipient countries, and on focussing on
medium term objectives.
The overall payments situation end 1990, summarised in table 2,
shows major differences in disbursement rates not merely
according to the date of decision but also according to the
nature of the programma in question: supplies operations and
schemes basad on one-year grants (such as TEMPUS) have a high
rate of disbursement, contrasting with the complex sector
programmes using advance payments systems where, at beat, a first
tranche payment to the ecu account of the implementing authority
has bean carried out. The lead-in time necessary to arrive at
the stage of the first tranche payments of this sort is such that
the disbursement rate is low or zero in the case of programmes
which were decided in the second half of the year.
A somewhat exceptional payment was
to the FEOGA account to regularise
and Romania decided independently
1989. This payment gives rise to
for the whole programe.

2.5

made in the form of a transfer
payment for food aid to Poland
of the PHARB operation in late
a rate of disbursement of 34\

MONITORING AND EVALUATION
For each of the main sector programmes, provision is made for a ~
monthly audit of expenditure by independent experts. Framework
contracts were established after open tender with two auditing
firms, the services of which will in fact first be required only
during the first half of 1991. complementary procedures for
monitoring progress in programme implementation were also set up.
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PAYMENTS SITUATION BHD DBCBMBBR 1990
(Presentation according to date of caaaiaaion decision)

OOOR'!'Rr

SBC'l'OR
PROG1tAMMB

p
p
p

H
H
H

•

·p

P+H
H
p

p

H
P+H
H
H
D
D
D

cs
p
B
y
p
p
p

cs
H
B

H
p
B

H
p

H
all
R

Crop Protection*
Environment
Privatiaation
Environment
Environment Centre*
Financial Sector
Animal Feed*
ACE*
Privatisation
SHE Credit/Support
Agric. Cred/Equip
Agric. Sector
TEMPUS*
SME Sector
Research Infraatr.
Regional Struct.
Environment
TEMPUS*
TEMPUS*
Statistics*
Agric. sector
Financial Sector
Industrial Reatruc.
Equity Inveatment*
Foreign Trade
Environment
Higher Education
Health care*
Foreign Trade
Rural Telecom
Environment Manit.*
Vocational Training
Vocational Training
Social Welfare

DAD
DBCISION
21.02.
16.05.
16.05.
16.05.
16.05.
16.05.
16.05.
16.05.
04.07.
04.07.
04.07.
04.07.
04.07.
02.08.
02.08.
26.09.
26.09.
26.09.
10.10.
10.10.
10.10.
28.11.
28.11.
28 .11.
28.11.
28.11.
28 .11.
28 .11.
19.12.
19.12.
19.12.
19.12.
19.12.
19.12.

'1'0'1'AL
OOMMITMBNT

so.o
22.0
9.0
25.0
2.0

s.o

20.0
1.5

s.o

21.0
30.0
20.0
20.0
25.0
3.0
14.0
20.0
1.0
4.0
1.5
16.0
35.0
4.0
2.0
8.5
30.0
3.0
5.0
1.2
6.0
3.5
1.5
2.8
3.0

IIBCIJ•

PAYMBNT

'

PAYMENT

48.0
12.3
3.9
10.2
1.0

96
56
43

3.0

15

2.7

ss

19.2
8.3
1.2
0.4

96
40
40
2

0.9
3.7

93
93

41

so

other (small projects,
FEOGA, minibudget etc.)

64.0

47.2

65

Humanitarian Aid

15.5

9.1

59

500.0

171.1

TOTALS

34.2

••••••••••••••••=•••••••••••••••••••==z••••••••••=••••=••••••••••••••••a=••

*

Supply operations, grant schemes and other projects ~ using a decentra1iaed management approach (advance payment system with PIU).
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2.6

COUNTERPART FUNDS
The commodities made available in the framework of the two supply
programmes in the agricultural sector (plant protection chemicals
and animal feed) were sold on the market to farmers and generated
zloty-funds. These so called "counterpart funds" were collected
by the implementing agents of the programmes FDPA and ROLPASZTO
respectively and transferred to a new organisation called
•cooperation Fund", set up under the responsibility of the
Minister in charge of Aid Coordination. A Memorandum of
Understanding, concluded between the Commission and the competent
Minister,
stipulated
procedures
for
decision
making
and
management of the Counterpart Funds. It is agreed that.the funds
will be used to reinforce the implementation of reform policies
initiated by the Government, promote aid coordination and be
integrated to the maximum extent possible with PHARE financed
programmes or projects co-financed with other donors.

III - AID ODORDIRATIOH

3.1

Aid coordination - in the sense of achieving a complementary
granting of aid within a coherent policy framework with common
objectives - has been a major preoccupation for the Commission
since the beginning of the PHARE operation. Though this annual
report is not designed to document the way the Commission carried
out its broader coordinating role with the G24,
it is
nevertheless appropriate to indicate briefly some specific
operational examples and techniques of aid coordination and cofinancing involving aid measures under Regulation 3906/89.

3. 2

The large scale of the EC aid budget and its focus on economic
restructuring gave the Commission particular responsibility from
the outset to liaise closely with those other major donora also
deeply involved in structural adjustment measures. With the
assistance in particular of the I.M.F. and the World Bank, the
Polish and Hungarian governments had already begun working out
reform strategies both at macro economic level and for certain
sectors. This provided a basic framework for specific programmes
of technical assistance to be developed whether by the Commission
or other donora. Where such reform strategies did not yet exist,
the Commission has been able to play an active role
in
conjunction with other donora
in assisting the national
authorities to develop appropriate sectoral policies.

3.3

EC co-financing of preparatory work prior to the launching of
sectoral programmes has taken various forma
the 4 MECU
programme on industrial restructuring for Poland for example is
part of a joint effort with the World Bank, also involving UK and
Japanese funds, to finance the evaluation of Polish State
enterprises to prepare for restructuring. On a smaller scale
(under the multidhciplinary facility), there was co-financing
with the World Bank of a aeries of preparatory studies in the
transport sector for Hungary; the groundwork for the development
of an agricultural sector strategy for Poland was financed on a
similar basis. The 2 MECU •equity investment• measure for
Poland, in contrast, was a specific partnership with the BIB,
using EC grant aid to finance technical assistance to prepare for
EIB industrial investment programmes.
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3. 4

Joint
appraisal
missions,
another
way
of
promoting
aid
coordination, were carried out in certain cases where interested
donors could be brought together rapidly as in the case of the
024 environment sector missions to Poland and Hungary organised
early in 1990 by the 024 environment working group. Cooperation
at appraisal stage however has not until now been followed up
with 024 co-financing of the environment programmes. More
positive results are expected from the multidonor appraisal
mission to Poland to prepare for the pilot language teaching
project launched at the end of 1990 (under the multidisciplinary
facility).

~.5

IC co-financing of sectoral programmes (with the World Bank),
where much of the groundwork and technical analysis had already
bean done, was a particularly appropriate option for the
Commission precisely because of the tremendous time pressures
under which the COmmission was working in order to commit all
appropriations before the and of 1990. In the financial sector,
the 5 MECU programma of technical assistance and training for
Hungary and the much larger 35 MECU programma for Yugoalavia are
examples of this approach where IC grant aid combines with useful
effect with World Bank loan finance. The 3 MECU programme (to
support higher education reform in Hungary) is an example of cofinancing where IC aid is used to finance initial activity and
cora infrastructure before large scala World Bank loan finance
comes on stream. The 5 MECU input to the Polish privatisation
agency involved the IFC (International Finance COrporation) which
gave technical endorsement to the project as wall as cofinaning
(from inter alia US-AID and the United Kingdom. Similarly in
Hungary assistance to the State Property Agency involves the
commission, Canada, USAID and the United Kingdom.

3.6

Where major cofinancing was not an immediate option, IC aid,
measures were very frequently used to set up sizeable management
and financing mechanisms at national level designed to become a
point of reference for G24 bilateral aid. This baa been the case
for the three 'multi-sector' environment programmes in Poland,
Hungary, and Czechoslovakia where the management ·units for the IC
financing facility have become a focal point within the
Environment
Ministries
for
aid
coordination
and
policy
develop~~ent.
!'or small and meduim-sized enterprise development
as wall, both the Polish and the Hungarian programmes provide the
nucleus for managin9 bilateral aid inputs including offers of.
amall scala technical assistance and training.

3.7

Other aid coordination initiatives include the first phase of the
local government development programma in Poland (financed under
the multidisciplinary facility), which gives the International
Union of Local Authorities an explicit mandate to asaist in
planning a medium term programma with coordinated G24 inputs.
The TBMPUS scham&J over and above ita own grant aid, is alae
designed to promote G24 coordination in the area of higher
education cooperation. The vocational training programmes in
Poland and Hungary are also both designed to strengthen the aid
coordination capacity of the national authorities.
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3.8

The regional environment centre in Budapest is perhaps the only
example of an existing mechanism which has already managed to
attract financial support from several donors including the EC (2
MECU in 1990) which is represented on the board of the centre.
An EC programme of assistance for joint financing of this sort is
rare because of the tied nature of most bilateral aid and the
reticence of most donors (with the exception of the EC) to place
funds directly at the disposal of the national authorities.

3. 9

About 15\ of 1990 aid was used in an explicit co-financing
operation whereas another 40-SO\ may prove to be an effective
magnet attracting co-financing by bilateral donors after initial
decision making on EC aid. (As was the case at the end of 1990
when a small amount of Austrian co-financing was drawn into the 3
MECU Hungarian social welfare project). The annual report cannot
make a final analysis of the aid coordination implications of
1990 aid measures since there have been some positive (and
unexpected) developments since the end of the year - for instance
the interest expressed by EFTA to co-finance through CEN any EC
technical assistance measures on standards and quality control
such as those already agreed with Poland and Hungary in the
context of their 'foreign trade' programmes. The trend towards
planned convergent use of aid is bound to accelerate, moreover,
as the aid coordination authorities within the recipient
countries become more familiar with the practices and preferences
of the donor community and more equiped to present national
policy priorities with a clear definition of needs for external
assistance.

IV - BUMAifiTARIAN' AID

4.1

As 1990 progressed it became increasingly clear that in at least
two of the beneficiary countries (Bulgaria and Romania) a
combination of economic and climatic factors would bring about
the need for measures to bring immediate relief from distress
among the population or to avert future distress. Thus in
September 1990 when the Council amended Regulation 3906/89 so as
to extend the PHARE assistance to Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, the
GDR, Romania and Yugoslavia, provision was made to allow
financing of humanitarian aid (a limit of 5\ of the 1990 budget
was set for this kind of aid). It was also agreed at that time
by the Council and the Commission that humanitarian assistance in
the form of food aid, which had earlier been provided to Poland
and Romania, could be financed. Thus a sum of 50 MECU was used
to meet the cost of food aid provided to Poland and Romania in
1990, prefinanced by the PEOGA Guarantee Section.
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The other PHARE humanitarian measures concerned Romania, where a
total of 15.5 MECU was committed as follows:
MICU

Supply of medicines(l)
Orphanages heating and refurbishment
Infant Formulae and Medicines
for Romanian children

11.1

3.0
1.4

Local costs, particularly for the heating action, are met from
part of the counterpart funds generated from food aiel
equivalent at the ttme to approximately 15.0 MECU. In addition
to these measures, the Commission used non-PHARB finance to
support four pilot projects for orphanages (2.7 KBCU) and
emergency medical supplies for disadvantaged children (0.3 MECU).
4.2

To help administer the Orphanages heating and refurbishment
actions and to supervise the distribution of infant foods and
medicines for children the commission set up a temporary team of
heating, medical and administrative experts in Bucharest. There
was, for both projects a twin objective. In the first place the
urgent need was to ensure that the aid provided was rapidly and
effectively utilized. In the second place the Commission strove
not to bypass local administrative structures, but by working
with them, to strengthen their capacity to cope with future
humanitarian measures. In the on-the-spot supervision of these
projects the Commission sought and received the cooperation of a
number of community based NGOs which are active in Romania, and
will continue to work with them in implementing on-going
programmes of humanitarian assistance in Romania.

V - COMMISSION ORGANISATION

5. l

The PHARE Operational Service ( PHOS) set up in January 1990 to
initiate, prepare and supervise the implementation of assistance
programmes in Poland and Hungary (to a value of around 200 M.ECU)
comprised a total of 24 staff of all grades. This staff was
made available through a major redeployment of personnel within
the Commission.

5.2

During 1990, the geographical scope of the PHOS's activities was
extended
to
include
another
five
countries
and
new
responsibilities
were
assumed
for
humanitarian
aid
and
coordination with non-governmental organisations. In the absence
of extra staff to administer the additional 300 M.ECU worth of
programmes, a further internal redeployment effort was undertaken
to fill 11 new posts.

(l)

Originally provided as emergency aid (budget article 950 (1990)).
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S. 3

.

In the face of continuing demands on the service' a resources,
this complement of 35 posts was strengthened towards the end of
1990 by the addition of three detached national civil servants
and six interim and auxiliary staff. Thus the staff numbers at
the end of 1990 were:
Administrative Grade
Detached National Civil Servants
Clerical Grades
Secretarial
Interim and auxiliary staff

13

TOTAL

44

3

10
12
6

The PHOS is assisted by the other commission Directorates Gener.al
in the assessment and planning of projects and programmes. In
addition PHOS has been obliged to make extensive usa of outside
consultants.

5.4

Decisions were taken in principle to provide
Delegations in Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and
would help to ensure on-the-spot coordination
programmes. By the end of 1990, delegations were
Warsaw and Budapest, but not in Prague or Sofia.

5.5

Within the framework of the G-24's overall assistance to central
and eastern Europe, coordination and cofinancing with other
organisations is essential. So far, it has only bean possible to
meet this need through the use of detached national civil
servants.

5.6

Constraints on staffing levels will continue to be a major
preoccupation for the Commission over the years ahead as the
practical implementation of programmes, in addition to their
evaluation and selection, adds a further significant dimension to
the work of the PHOS.

staff for EC
Bulgaria which
of assistance
operational in

VI - CORCLUSIORS

6.1

The first year of the COmmission PHARR programme was one in which
basic procedures and relationships were established and the
budget was fully committed. These are important achievements
when viewed in the light of the situation as it existed in these
countries at the beginning of 1990. Poland and Hungary, followed
by the other countries embarked on programmes of political ~
economic reform for which there was no precedent 1 they had to
manage a reform process in both of these highly interactive
spheres
simultaneously. Ministers and civil servants were
dealing with new concepts, new processes for which little in
their previous experience had prepared them. Least of all had
they
any
previous
experience
in
handling
programmes
of
davalopDent assistance. Thus there were inevitable delays in
setting up the organisational structures to agree on national
priorities for assistance and to coordinate on a national basis
the offers of a wide range of donors. Further understandable
delays occured as new Parliaments accustomed themselves to
tackling the adoption of the necessary legislation for affecting
economic reform.
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6.2

While there was little problem initially in identifying those key
areas of systemic economic reform which would form the backbone
of indicative programmes of aid - problems were identified early
on in the selection and preparation by the beneficiary countries
of specific projects and programmes. The PHOS had wide recourse
to consultants and experts to assist the beneficiary countries in
strategy and programme development.

6.3

Poland was the first of the countries to agree an indicative
programme and the first in which a major programme was
identified, prepared and completed. It was not until March that
agreement was reached with the then Government of Hungary on an
indicative programme but, with the elections which were held
immediately afterwards and the time necessary for the selection
and assumption of the new Government, it was not until July 1990
that the structures were put in place to handle the preparation
and coordination of aid programmes. In the case of the remaining
countries it was not until September 1990 (see 1.2 above) that
programming and preparation could commence. This meant that
commitment decisions clustered largely in the last quarter of
1990. Moreover, given the necessity to complete all commitment
before the end of the year, both the Commission and the recipient
countries concentrated on achieving this. In reality it was
largely towards the end of 1990 and the beginning of 1991 that
the process of project implementation could set into full swing.
As most of the programmes consist in, or have important initial
elements of technical assistance the amount of disbursement is
expected to be small in relation to the total commitments over
the first 2-3 years.

6.4

In the course of the year, and in particular towards the end of
the year as preparations got underway for programming of 1991/92
assistance, both the Commission and the beneficiary countries
were able to refine the focus of that assistance with a
remarkable level of agreement. It is clear that for both sides
the main objective of EC assistance must be to help the recipient
country to put in place in the minimum time the framework of
laws, regulations and institutions which will form the basis of
an efficiently functioning market economy and will encourage
investment - especially that from abroad.

6.5

It was also apparent at the end of 1990 that the requirement to
commit the appropriations totally in the course of the budget
year for which they were entered imposes on recipient countries a
discipline to which at this stage their decisional or
administrative procedures are not adapted. Therefore greater
flexibility needs to be built into programme procedures which
allows countries to total a two year perspective on aid
programming.
A capacity to finance programmes of a regional character where
several recipient countries combine in a joint endeavour was
discussed with those concerned and a decision in principle was
taken to initiate such a facility for 1991/92. As regards aid
coordination and co-financing efforts will be renewed in 1991 to
involving other donors in jointly financed programmes.
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 3906/89
of 18
on

econo~ic

I>ece~ber

aid to the Republic of Hungary and the Polish People's Republic

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European
Economic Community, and in particular Article 235
thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission,
Having regard
Parliament('),

to

the

1989

opinion

of

the

European

Whereas the Community and its Member States have
decided to make a concerted effort together with certain
third countries, in order to implement measures intended
to support the process of economic and social reform
under way in Hungary and Poland ;
Whereas the Community has concluded Agreements on
trade and commercial and economic cooperation with the
Republic of Hungary and the Polish People's Republic;
Whereas the Community must have the necessary means
at its disposal to be able to implement such measures ;
Whereas the fields in which measures are to be
undertaken should be determined ;
Whereas it is necessary to estimate the amount of
Community financial resources needed to carry out these
measures in 1990 ;
Whereas the implementation of such measures will help
to achieve the Community's aims and whereas the Treaty
does not provide, for the measures in question, powers
other than those of Article 235,

Article 3
1.
The aid shall be used primarily to support the
process of reform in Poland and Hungary, in particular by
financing or participating in the financing of projects
aimed at economic restructuring.

Such projects or cooperation measures should be
undertaken in particular in the areas of agriculture,
industry, investment, energy, training, environmental
protection, trade and services ; they should be aimed in
particular at the private sector in Hungary and Poland.
2.
Account shall be taken, inter alia, of the preferences
and wishes expressed by the rectptent countries
concerned in the choice of measures to be financed
pursuant to this Regulation.

Article 4
The aid shall be granted by
independently or in the form
Member States, the European
countries or multilateral bodies
themselves.

the Community, either
of cofinancing with the
Investment Bank, third
or the recipient countries

Article 5
Community aid shall in general be in the form of grants.
They may generate funds that can be used for financing
cooperation projects or measures.

Article 6
1.
The aid may cover expenditure on imports and local
expenditure needed to carry out the projects and
programmes.

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

Taxes, duties and charges and the purchase of property
shall be excluded from Community financing.

Article 1
The Community shall implement economic aid measures
in favour of the Republic of Hungary and the Polish
People's Republic in accordance with the criteria laid
down in this Regulation.

Article 2
The amount of Community resources as necessary to
carry out the measures introduced by this Regulation
amount to ECU 300 million for the period expiring on 31
December 1990.
(') Opinion delivered on 14 December 1989 (not yet published
in the Official Journal).

2.
Maintenance and operating costs may be covered for
training and research programmes and for other projects ;
however, for the latter such costs may be covered only in
the start-up stage and shall be degressive.
3.
However, in the case of cofinancing, account shall
be taken in each case of the procedures applied by the
other providers of capital.

Article 7
1.
In the case of assistance exceeding ECU 50 000 for
which the Community is the sole source of external aid,
participation in invitations to tender and contracts shall
be open on equal terms to all natural and legal persons of
the Member States and of Poland and Hungary.

No L 375/12
2.
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Paragraph 1 shall apply also to cofinancing.

3.
In the case of cofinancing, however, the participation of third countries in invitations to tender and
contracts may be authorized by the Commission, but only
on a case-by-case basis, after examination of the case.

Article 8
The Commission shall administer the aid taking into
account the procedure laid down in Article 9. The general
guidelines applicable to the aid and to sector-based
programmes shall be adopted in accordance with that
procedure.

Article 9
1.
A committee on aid for economic restructuring in
Poland and Hungary is hereby set up at the Commission,
consisting of representatives of the Member States and
chaired by the Commission representative. An observer
from the European Investment Bank shall take part in the
Committee's proceedings with regard to questions
concerning the Bank.
2.
The representative of the Commission shall submit
to the committee a draft of the measures to be taken. The
committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft within a
time limit which the chairman may lay down according
to the urgency of the matter. The opinion shall be

23. 12. 89

delivered by the majority laid down in Article 148 (2) of
the Treaty in the case of decisions which the Council is
required to adopt on a proposal from the Commission.
The votes of ~he representatives of the Member States
within the committee shall be weighted in the manner set
out in that Article. The chairman shall not vote.
3. The Commission shall adopt decisions which shall
apply immediately. However, if these decisions are not in
accordance with the opinion of the committee, they shall
be communicated by the Commission to the Council
forthwith. In that event the Commission shall defer
application of the measures which it has decided for a
period of six weeks.
The Council, acting by a qualified majority, may take a
different decision within the time limit referred to in the
first subparagraph.

Article 10
From 1990 the Commission shall draw up each year a
report on the implementation of co-operation operations.
The report shall be sent to the European Parliament, the
Council and the Economic and Social Committee.

Article 11
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day
following that of its publication in the Official journal of

the European Communities.

This Regulation shall be binding m its entirety and directly applicable in all Member
States.
Done at Brussels, 18 December 1989.

For the Council
The President
R. DUMAS
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(Acts whose publication is obligatory)

COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2698/90
of 17
a~ending

Septe~ber

1990

Regulation (EEC) No 3906/89 in order to extend econo~ic aid to other
countries of Central and Eastern Europe

THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES,

Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European
Economic Community, and in particular Article 235
thereof,
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission (1),
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parliament (2),
Whereas the Community and its Member States have
decided to take concerted action with certain. nonmember countries in the form of measures intended to
support the process of economic and social reform under
way in Hungary and Poland ; whereas Regulation (EEC)
No 3906/89 (l) lays down the conditions for the provision
of economic aid to these countries ;
Whereas the Group of 24 countries and the Community
decided at the ministerial meeting on 4 July 1990 that
the situation in certain other countries of Central and
Eastern Europe warranted an extension of the economic
restructuring aid to these countries ;
Whereas provision must be made annually in the general
budget of the European Communities for appropriate
Community financing,

2. Article 1 is replaced by the following :

'Article 1
The Community shall make economic aid available to
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe listed in
the Annex in accordance with the criteria laid down in
this Regulation.'
3. Article 2 is deleted.
4. In Article 3 (1):
-

'in Poland and Hungary' and 'in Hungary and
Poland' are replaced by 'in the countries referred to
in Article 1' and 'of the countries referred to m
Article 1' respectively,

-

the following subparagraph is added :
The aid may also be used to provide humanitarian
assistance'.

5. In Article 7 (1) and in Article 9 (1), 'of Poland and
Hungary' and 'in Poland and Hungary' are replaced by
'of the countries referred to in Article 1' and 'in the
countries referred to in Article 1' respectively.
6. The following Annex is added :
'ANNEX

HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION:

BULGARIA
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Article 1

GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
HUNGARY

Regulation (EEC) No 3906/89 is hereby amended as
follows:

POLAND

1. The title is replaced by the following :

YUGOSLAVIA'.

'Council Regulation (EEC) No 3906/89 of 18
December 1989 on economic aid to certain countries
of Central and Eastern Europe.'
(')OJ No C 191, 31. 7. 1990, p. 17.
(')OJ No C 231, 17. 9. 1990.
(l) OJ No L 375, 23. 12. 1989, p. II.

ROMANIA

Article 2
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day
following its publication in the Official journal of the
European Communities.

GENERAL CU!OEL!NES

Acco~ding ~o ar~.

8 of Council

of lS december l989, on
gcr1cr~l

th~

guidelines sha\1 be

acccrcance

wi~h

~he

r~g~lation

econo~ic

of

aid to Hungary and ?eland,

by the Commission in

~Mopt!ri

proced~r~

(EEC! N° 3906/85,

~he

committee.

t~o

parts:

~.

Orier.~ation

E.

In~icati~e

allocation

1.

!l!TF!t:":OUCT!CN
In

assis'i~g

and promcting the economic restructu;ing of ?oland and

Hungary account mu:.:l be tak~n of the immediate/short ter·~ requirements
for- imported inpur:s, so that existing output and Living st-aNdards may
be maintained, and the need to lay a basis of
to

facil~tate

and structures

the modernitation, privatization and development of Polish

and Hungarian economies
Both of these

kno~-how

~spects

~n

the medium and long term.

can be addressed by the actions which wiLL be

taken under the 300 Mio ECU fund set up by the Community

~n

respect of
;,.~

0

which all commitments must be made before the end of 1990 ana expenditure completed by the end of 1991.

2.

OBJECTIVES ANO PR!OR!T!ES

The overall aim of

Communi~y

f1nancial assistance to Poland and Hungary

is to support the process of economic restructuring which aims to
transform a rigid planned eccnomy into one which is based on and
responsive to mar.ket forces and private enterprise.
may be expressed in the terms of the
to meet the

immeciiate/shor~

follo~ing

This overall aim

objectives

term needs created by the non-avail-

ability of foreign exchange to meet essential impor~s o7 ecu~~me~t,
spare parts and agric~~tural inputs necessary to ma~ntain preser.!
levels of output of essential goods and services;
to provide know-how and financial

assistan~e

to

'

hel~

establish

the structural and service environment necessary tor the

develo~-

ment of a modern market oriented business sector;
to assist in the preparation of sectoral develocment clans in

t~e

agricultural, industrial, and environmental sectors;

tG focus on ~rogrammes a~d projects ~hieh will be of a cumo..
priming • nature, and act as catalysts for complementar>· or
joint further action by other Group 24 donors.
3.

CAPAC!TY FOR A!O

ASSO~BT!ON

- SHORT TEiM

The fact that the 300 Mio ECUs are no~-~issociated cre~its ~hicK;.us:
be committed by the end of 1990 and spent by the end ci 1991 ~oses sc~~
problems for Poland and Hungary

~ho

have made thei;

~t:~s

t:r;et~

against a Long!r t'ime nor·iton.
.,..ill be difficult to

ens~.:re

For a projec• of any

co·~~le.x.ity

it

~ec'~ficat~on,

that :he feasibil-ity study,

appraisal and preparation of a financing proposal is ready for translation, submission to •he Committee, and decis-ion by the Commission
by November 1990 at the latest.

tim~ -~~:l«'st/aints

!t is char that these

have not fully been taken 'nto account by the Polish and

Hunga;r~·~~

governments wt\en preparing :heir list of l:l~"O)ec:t pr.oposals.
;,-,c

A considerable effort is nov being mounted to help both countries
to re-consider and re-present projects for financing.

The proposed .
~his

fund allocations presented later in this paper must be read with
in mind.

It is also foreseen that the Commission services will have

to arrange for special monitoring of the implementation of the early
projects - this is also provided for.
4.

PROGRAMMES - AGRICULTURE
Agriculture continues to play a significant role

intheeconom~es

oi

both countries.
In Poland it
culture is

for 30% of output and employment.

acco~.:nts

charact~rised

by a predominance of small private farms.

Despite a considerable potential for development, in
m~thods

Polish agri-

gene~at

faroing

are poor and efficiency is one of the lowest in Eastern

Euro~e.

a de.
'
f::-rners tc

This is due to a lo~ level of technology, a shortage of ~npu~s,
ficiency of the delivery

syst!~

'

and a lack of iniatives for

produce and innovate.

The reci"ritly taken re-form measul"es create a new econom;c irlme ...ork
for the future.

Nevertheless, the institutional

set-~P

ot the past

~as

not yet been superseded ~y ne~ free market ins~itutions anc mecnanis~s
and in the comin9 crop year severe

proble~s

will have to be faced.

In the short t·erm, in order to safeguard the production in·the ~ll91
crop yeal" urgent support \s required to maintain essential
Not only the

suppl~

is important, also the mechanisms

they are svppl\ed : :he

act;~ns

undertaken

shovl~

;n~uts.

throug~ ~~ich

contr\~~te

to

;~e

-2:6maximum extent possible to the development of private ini~iatives.
This leads to a medium term preoccupation : the

definitio~

and

implementation of a sectoral strategy <or agriculture aiming at the
development of private agric~Lture vitnin a free market envir.o~~t

delivery system, credit supply, a;ro-prqcessing, etc.).
~ommission

For the current year the

therefore env;sages

t~o

types

of actions :
1)

Import support programmes for plant production as well as for
animal production (inputs and eQuipment);

2>

Sectoral studies, in collaboration with other donors, to define the objectives and priorities for agriculture in the year
to come.

ln Hungary agriculture accounts fer 20Z of output and emcloyment.

The sector is dominated by large state enterprises and ccoperatives.
The sector is an important basis for export revenue with 35Z of output
so destined.
Although Less in need of short term input support,

.....
---

proorammes aimed at the redccticn of inefficient activiti!s, the ·
Liberalitaiion of prices and marketing and the developme~t an~ ~e
equi~ment

....

of the agri-food

se:~o~

are key targets .

..

~.

In the med,um term, as '" the case of ~eland, it is necessary t~
define a stra5egy for the development of the sector wi:~~n a ~ree
Such a st~ategy will rpovide the frame~crk for
marke~ environment.
the. actions to be undertakel"l in the years ..... to come •

For the current year, the Commission
1)

Training,
in the

modernisat~on

agro-proce~sing

~~:~visages

assistanc! ior

~:·.•

of technology research ar.c investmen'
activities;
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Sectoral stud,es

5.

(~n

collaboration with other donors).
··r.

PROGRAMMES - INOUSTRY/lNVESTMENT

The industrial sectors in both countries
characteri~ed

~ith

fe~

exceptions are

by all cf the deficiencies inherent in

over-pro:~~jjd,

featherbedded production units viz. uncompetitive cost structure5 ·
p~or

product auality and design, out-dated technology, out-dated plant

and equipment, overmanning and
currency markets.
heavily biased

over-dependenc~

In Poland in particular the

.

on non-convertible
industria~

structure is

to .... ards smoke-stack/extraction industries, specially in the

erergy sector. Yet, it is clear that marufacturin; ind.Jstry has to be the rrotor force of eo:n::mic

development and employment in both countries.

The strategy must be

to create an industrial arm based on up-to-date technology,

competitlv~

cost conditions, modern management and marketing skills, and a coherent
programme of initial and continuing industrial trairing for all lo'Orkers.
I

This requires in particular
imported technology and capital which will bring management
skills and market access;
the building up of industrial support services;
special measures to support the development of small and
medium sized enterprises engaged in both production and
servicing.
It is clear that both Governments recognize the need to bring in ,
technology - Lists o7 sectors

~here

sought have been

~ess

cir~ula:ed.

joint ventures are

~ei~s

actively

recognized is the vital role

~n

~ny indu~rial so~itty played by the small and medium s~:ed busi~esses

which produce for local needs, which service large-s:ale indus;ry,

•

and which form the seed-bed for eventual indigenous

~usiness ~evelo~-

ment.
..,

In the medium term the Community and its donor partners
..

~ust

assist

=\ .. ,

both countries in elaborating sectoral 'develooment stratesies suoocr:~~;
·"the process of privatisation and

Liberali~ation,

of •hich the roles of the E!a and BERO wiLL be

in the imolementatian

impor~an~.

Sectoral studies will be initiated by the Community with ·coili'G.unity
financial

suppo~t

to act as the

~asis

fo~

futu~e

In the immediate future we should concentrate

actions.

ou~

actions iri

~he ~wo

allied areas of :

sector

the development of a business support environment, Including the energy
;~

med~um

the development of small and

enterprises.

!n the former area the Community has extensive knov-how to transfer in
the fields of industr,al training, mana9ement and
industrial credit supply,
and export promotion

' ductivity

standa~ds,

training;

investmen~

Quality control,

In particular the creation of 'pro-

techni~ues.

centres' capable of pfoviding business advice and con-

suluncy have .a key role to play.
in the

marke~ing

p~omotion

SimiLarly the experience gained

of small industry and the creation of business

innovation centres is transferable.
In the period 1990/91 these and similar actions will be mounted while
the sectoral studies are being prepared which can lead to more intensive medium term development support.

It is likely that

short term demands for financial assistance tor the

impo~•

i~

the

of

essential spare parts, and vital eQuipment will be made and fail to
..

be met by government or by the provision of credit lines.

6.

ENVIRONMENT
Environmenl:al

protect~on

is one o;f

the

~:"I

top prior-ities

nungary, not onlj ior health reasons <life expectancy has
and

neighbourl~ness

Cpoll~tion

be established in industrial

ar~as

becau:~.e.no

new major
has

s~nce ~ollution

reached a too nigh Level (i,"ldustry C':lo...--nt.s

for 707.

dec~eased)

dramat~c}

in the Saltic sea is

more importantl)" in the short -:trm,

i'olanc ;:;;,o

of

b~•~

::la:-~t

:a:"l

a~readJ

ooll.:t~OI'I

..

problems> .
Poland,

ior

some 4.3 Mio

example, is
ton~es

of

th~

mcs:

sul~hur

thr~atened

countr~

i:"l

~~~c~e

rejected yearly and 1.5 Mia

~~:~

:~n~es

of

v~ry

toxic wastes.

Accordlngly,

environm~nt

.~rea : wnere

,s an

tne

authorities wish that '.lestern assistance translates rapidl_y into
visibl~

actions, so as to rapidly improve the Quality or daily life

of th• population.

. '':l.]l

The basic philosophy is to incorporate ecology in_to economy an'd· to
....
build on regional initiatives and responsibilities, therefore Leading
to a totally new s:rategy based on true energy prices,

p~l,ution

monitoring systems, new standards for industry and Qui:k actions regarding air and water pollution where efficient techniQues should be
introduced.
!n 1990, the Community will essentially supply eQuipment for the
setting up of automatic monitoring systems of air emissions as well
as for the lakes and for certain waste water treatment plants.
Moreover, feasibility studies will

b~ don~

for projects tO be financed

in 1991 in the following areas : incineration plants for toxic

chemi~al

wastes, gas desulphuri%ation in coal-fired power plants and increased
production of

environm~ntat

protection eQuipment in cooperation with

foreign partners.

7.

PROGRAMMES - TRA!N!NG
Education, training and re-training are involved in every asp~~t of
the process of sociat and economic change.

In

th~

three sectors dealt

with above there is Likely to be a strong training or

t~chnical

assis-

tance_component. ine c:uat~fications, abilities anc skills wn-~ch are
necessary i~ an o~en free enterprise competitive economy art not ~rc
vided for in the

ce~trelly

planned model even if stanoarcs cf ;eneral

and technical education may be high.
out inculcates new

at-;itud~s

and

irainins

mo~iv.a:t~on

~hen ,ro~erly

alon;s~de

.ne·...

:arriec

sl(~lts.

ihis is thus the sir.gle moSt important area fo; inv!stmen! ::~~~tn
Pola~d

and

Hunga~y,

and is

r~cognized

as such.

The

fer the donor countries are not those of resources
those of securing a balanced programme of priority
recipient countries as part cf an overall strategy
development.

:~obl~~s

~osec
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The Community's action

ir.

th}s area

~ill

be based on a

thr~~ronged

approach :
Diagnosis of needs;
Set~ing of priorities;

Selection of programmes.
!n

the case of the first two, techn,cal assistance will be provided

to Poland and Hungary to help identify and prioritise their mediu~/
long

~erm

needs.

In the provision ot

~rogrammes

to meet these needs

the European Training Foundation will begin to play a role as from
the end of 1990.

The TEMPUS scheme should provide an appropriately

flexible framework within

whi~h

ctfers and

re~uests

tor exchanges can

be dealt with.

'
Besides these measures actions will be needed in a more immediate timescale to meet urgent tra1ning demands and eQuipment needs frcm both
Poland and Hungary.

Training

act~ons

falL mostly into the following

areas :
On-the-job industrial training Linked to industrial
restructuring;
Export market research;
Management

~curses;

Financial services training.
Programmes in these and related areas (including training related. to
·;ns~i~uti:~l-

as well as econo~ic change) will be agreed with Poland

and Hungary and pr&sented for approval and subseQuent implementation.
In the Longer term the

progra~mes ~ill

become more structured and

coherent as the anlaysis of needs and setting of priorities is
·achieved.
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B. INDICATIVE ALLOCATION
~.

1. ·

•.

In order to allow for "the proparat \on of assistance progru:ce:s to
Pc:ti and . and Hungary f J nanced by the EC tu.nd of 300 111 ECU It Is
necessary to earmark, at least lndlcattvely, global ~~its to the
vartous l)rlorlty areas retained In the ec·s action l)rogrume agrl cul 'tUra I ass I stance. "traIn lng, envt ronment and Investment and, eventually, fer new prlorltle.s which have been prasented by
~he beneficiary countries In the meantime.

=nsensus has a I ready been roached tl'la t out of th4 300 m ECU, 200
Will be made· available for. Polan~ and 100 tor Hungary. Sec:au.se of
the p'ob 1ems exIstIng In Po 1 Ish agr 1cuI ture C1ow product 1v 1ty and
shortage of hard currency to Import the r.ecessary Inputs tor plant
as well as animal production and eQUipment) consensus was reached
With the ?cllsh authorities to earmu:.:: nair or the 200 c ;co
allot~ed to that country to agriculture.

A

into account these orientations the services ot •he
Commlsston within the conte:t of the Tas:C Force P~~E have prepared
an lndtcat1ve distribution of the available means to the nr!ou.s
~reas. The table herewith anne:ed sets out this dlstrlbu~lcn.

Ta~Ing

2.

In putting forward this proposal theTas~ Force draws·tne atten11on
to the provisional character ot the allocatIons for the following
reasons:
tl'lc pre llmlnary character of the reQUests brought torwarc by
the benefIcIary ··count r 1es. otter. w 1thou t any IndIcatIon as to
the 11nanctal amounts involved;
lndlcatlons o~
~blnatlons.tor proJect financing;
the

absence

ot

hard

and

local

currency

other requests by. the beneficiary countries to which the
allocations need to be adapted (for example medle%1 ~td and
scclal programmes for the dlsa~vantaged populations) and:

'

the

constraints

300 m

:cu

Imposed

!)y

"tt'le non-.:j lssoc I a ted na~ure of the

budget funds. 3ecause ot this nature credits nave to

be coaw I ttcd by the end of ,990 and spent by the. end of 1991.

The Implementation ot proJects/program::qes wlll arso have•'i:t.o
respect the procedures established by ~,cl 1 Regulations
3906/89

•.

. ~ultl ~nnual and/or projects
periods are therefore vlr~u.~lly
~c~ for· t.he moment.
So are proJ ec"ts ap"t "!'or co-1' I n<1ne I ng
wJ~h
tha other G-24. As a result the a I 1oca t Ion has been:
oriented towards programmes of a short or medium term nature.
roQulrlng

long

ges~atlon

preparatory studies· for future progr~s of a more st~uc~ural
sectorial nature to be financed 'klth new credits on a
• dl~clated basis wt II h~ve to be made ln order to be ready for
Implementation as soon as such credits be~ available.
an~

For all these rca$0ns It Will be nece$Sary to pr~erve a large
degree of flexi'Olllty In the allocations and to provide for the
,~tb11Jty

to regularly re-adapt them In tlme. The Task Force
PHARE WI II re-c:amtne the sltutatlon reg41arly.
In the selection of projects great attention w111 be given to how
they ~lt Into regional oonte~t$ and to what extent they contribute
~o tho reform process toward marKet economies.

PROVISIONAL ALLOCATION

HUNGARY

POLA,ND

Agr 1cy I t!..: r-;: I syppo r-t ai'J.Q. ·

"tOO

20

35

3.5

dove !oomont

lndystriJI

sup 00 r-t

~nd

development

.''

Environment

20

Training

'

-Tempus

20

- Tralntng Foundation

-Other

6

(btla'teral) p_roJects

Teehnfcal eoooeratlon ln
other areas (such as energy,

13

10

science and technology,
~rlvatlsatlon agencies. social

aspects o1 adjust~ent, ~dernl
satlon of customs service$)
snoq SJud 1es,

e-roert·l se,

2

minor agmtntstrative costs for
prolest lmpl;mentatlon,

monltorlng end control

~TOTAL

"t72

36

92

